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INTRODUCTION 

 

We began the year with four Spring Talks (see summary later in the report) which, as usual, were interesting 

and popular. 2017 was not as active a year in terms of conferences. In fact, we held neither a full conference 

nor a Flora Guardian conference; it is felt that having these events for the sake of it is not always the right 

way forward. We had planned a Flora Guardian conference for 3 March 2018 but this has had to be 

postponed until 24 November 2018 

As always, the year has seen much hard work by the Flora Guardians and their reports are summarised in 

this newsletter. There were numerous monitoring and site-maintenance meetings and it should not be 

forgotten that they all take responsibility for submitting, each year, not only a report for this newsletter but a 

full report for our records and in some cases for Natural England. Meetings are put on the calendar on the 

website and all supporters are urged to read this and attend meetings. No level of knowledge is required; you 

only need to like being out in the open air in good company and to concentrate on plants.  

The plants we look after have had varying success, as you will read in this newsletter. Perhaps this is just a 

feature of rare plants but, anyway, we shall be reviewing the list of plants in the coming months. 

Throughout the year Sue Helm has organised recording meetings for Atlas 2000 as have David Morris and 

Sally Rankin. These meetings will continue until 2019, so there will be more opportunity to attend these 

very enjoyable occasions. Dates for meetings will be on the website.  

An aspect of our work which has not been doing as well as it could is our education field meeting strand. We 

really need more potential leaders for such meetings. Do get in touch with a committee member if you 

would like to take on a little (or a lot) of this work. 

For some time, we have been aware that our website needed an update and work on this continues. The new 

site is for the main ANHSO and for the journal, Fritillary, as well as the OFG. It was launched in March 

2018. 

Our committee remained the same in 2017, except that Sue Helm took over as chair from Susan Erskine. 

The committee would like to express its heartfelt gratitude to Susan for her hard work and her wisdom in 

steering the group through most of the time since it was reconstituted as the OFG. 

         Frances Watkins 

Camilla Lambrick 

 

 

 

 

THE PLANTS WE MONITOR 

 

Apium graveolens   Wild Celery 

 
The counts for this biennial species at the former saline spring in Marcham have proved to be variable, with 

numbers fluctuating greatly from year to year since the first annual count in 1999. 

In 2017, however, the total count was similar to that recorded in 2016. Nearly 300 non-flowering (i.e. first 

year) and a handful of flowering (i.e. second year) plants were counted in 2017: a total of 304. The first-year 

plants comprise a basal rosette of leaves which can be difficult to locate amongst a tall sward of rank 

grasses. 
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Hunting for seedlings in the tall sward of grasses 

Photograph by Judy Webb 

 

Curiously, the flowering (second year) plants were recorded within a management strip which was ploughed 

in Spring 2017 and are therefore thought to have been seedlings which managed to re-root. 

Conservation management at the site currently follows a rotational pattern of cultivation, under an HLS 

agreement, to create bare soil for the Wild Celery to germinate within before it is crowded out by more 

competitive grasses and ruderal species such as Bristly Ox-tongue Helminthotheca echioides. 

This management may need to be refined further, however, in light of the continued presence of two other 

species of interest, both of which are perennial and therefore not as tolerant of ploughing: Distant Sedge  

Carex distans and Saltmarsh Rush Juncus gerardii. This year the Saltmarsh Rush was found to have 

established itself within the margins of the arable field, where the crop of flax had failed. It is considered to 

be of even greater interest than the Wild Celery for which the site is designated as an LWS and will continue 

to be monitored annually. 

 

Rebecca Read 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Pointing out the Saltmarsh Rush in the bare patch of ground where the flax has not taken root 

Photograph by Judy Webb  
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Apium (Helosciadium) repens    Creeping Marshwort 
     

    

 

 
 

Apium repens flowering in North Hinksey meadow on 1st July 2017 

 Photograph by Judy Webb 

 

 

On Port Meadow, the temporary ‘lake’ on the southern end of the meadow had dried down by the first 

walkover survey visit on 13 June, rather earlier than in previous years, probably due to the notably dry 

winter and spring through to early summer. Hot and dry conditions prevailed for most of June and the early 

part of July with rainy and cooler weather after this.  

 

A steep drop in stock numbers on the meadow (over 100 fewer cows) meant that grazing pressure this year 

was much lighter than Apium repens needs to reduce competition from other plants.  Indeed, grazing was so 

reduced that much of Port Meadow resembled a hay meadow in June, rather than grazed pasture.   The 

temporary lake marginal zones which held most of the A. repens populations last summer had tall rank 

vegetation and extensive searching revealed no plants. At this time in early summer, the bare mud area that 

had been under the lake showed a swarm of common wetland annuals like toad rush, but no A. repens 

seedlings. The situation looked so dire that the City Council were contacted and a request was made for a cut 

and collect of the rank vegetation in the lake marginal zone where A. repens populations were known to 

have existed last year. This was done immediately and although the vegetation looked relatively shorter by 

the time of the main monitoring visit in August, the sward was still too dense and tall. Only one struggling 

A. repens plant was found in this previously very good zone.  

 

This looked like a disastrous situation for the plant. However, close examination of the mud area that had 

been under the lake during monitoring on 26 August revealed the remarkable sight of some hundreds of  

good-sized, but recently germinated, Apium repens plants that had progressed to flowering in dense 

resurgent vegetation. Identification of individual plants was difficult but pulling up other plants around a 

couple of A. repens plants revealed they were producing runners that had extended up to 15cm sideways, 

under the mat of vegetation. A good number of tiny A. repens seedlings were seen in bare mud areas. 

Estimates for the total population would be some hundreds, although no count was possible.  
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Port Meadow monitoring on 26 August 2017: investigating the ex-lake area and weeding around Apium 

repens to see how far the plants had run sideways. 

 Photograph by Judy Webb  

 

 

This good, late-appearing population is a result of a flush of germination from the historic seed bank.  All 

the area occupied by these plants will go under water again all winter and the likelihood is that all these 

young plants will not survive through to next spring and summer if the lake does not go down promptly in 

spring. It seems likely that the flowering noted would have replenished the seed bank to some degree. It is to 

be hoped that grazing stock numbers are restored to normal during 2018. 

 

The introduced population of Creeping Marshwort in North Hinksey Willow Walk meadow is grazed by 

horses only. It suffered in the hot and dry early summer, with a significant contraction in area of the 

observed population. Plants only survived in the lower and moister parts of the central shallow channel that 

it occupies. The plants were flowering in very dwarfed, droughted form as early as 1 July. By the time of the 

main monitoring visit in early September, rainy conditions had caused fast growth and rankness of all the 

meadow vegetation.  Horses were in residence at the time and appeared to have targeted the A. repens 

patches for heavy, close grazing, whilst ignoring the rank vegetation in the rest of the field. A couple of 

inflorescences showed seeding, but horses consumed these. Subsequently in later September I was informed 

that horses have been withdrawn completely from this field with the closure of the riding school that 

tenanted these meadows (closure reported to be due to difficulties associated with the impending Oxford 

Flood Alleviation Scheme (OFAS) which will run through the adjacent field). The Oxford Preservation 

Trust, who own the field are searching for a new grazier. I have attended a number of meetings with the 

Environment Agency about the planned OFAS where I have expressed my concerns about the possibly 

damaging drying effect of the channel on the A. repens population. Discussions on mitigation for potential 

damage and on future habitat creation for the plant associated with the channel are ongoing 

 

Due to concerns for Apium repens survival at both Port Meadow and North Hinksey meadow, it was decided 

to accelerate plans for translocation and introduction to a new site separate from either. 

The F1 hybrid plant of Creeping Marshwort  Apium repens x fool’s watercress A. nodiflorum  has been in 

cultivation at Oxford Botanic Garden.  In July a number of these hybrid plants were introduced to the 

scraped bare drawdown zone of one of the Cutteslowe ponds, North Oxford, as an experiment to see if this 

location would be suitable for translocation and establishment of pure A. repens as a safeguarded site that 

can be monitored and have appropriate management if necessary (i.e. scraping bare a new section of the 

bank annually). The hybrid established well on the wet bare pond bank. This encouraging result led to a 

translocation of portions of 20 pure A. repens young plants from Port Meadow under licence to another 
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section of scraped pond bank at Cutteslowe.  A similar number of ramets with 1-2 rooted nodes were passed 

to staff at the Oxford Botanic Garden where they were potted up and will be maintained as a second 

safeguarded population.  

This spring will see the de-silting of a ditch connecting the temporary lake area on Port Meadow with the 

Network Rail line ditch nearby.  At the time of writing this has not yet happened, but it is expected to assist 

the early draining down of the lake next spring and summer. This should result in better conditions for A. 

repens. 

In the autumn I was contacted by Pete Stroh of the BSBI, asking about the health of the A. repens 

populations in Oxford as the Vascular Plant Technical Advisory Group  were meeting to discuss its status. In 

light of the difficult situation revealed by my 2017 observations, the plant’s national status may be changed 

from the current “Endangered”. 

 

Judy Webb  

 

 

Carex vulpina   True Fox-sedge  

 

Monitoring in 2017, which took place on the BBOWT reserve at Asham Meads and at Otmoor Spinney, 

showed that the native plants at both sites appear to continue in good health.  At Asham the reinforcement 

plants in the field corner were rather short, on average only c. 40cm tall, perhaps due to lack of rain, while in 

the spinney, growth height was more typical.  Though well below the maximum count recorded, 168 

inflorescences were counted in the spinney, with around a third having been grazed off. This count compares 

well with those of the preceding 4 years.   

 

 At Otmoor Spinney a small group of surveyors were 

drenched by heavy rain, somewhat hampering a 

monitoring visit!  Nonetheless, it was evident that True 

Fox Sedge is persisting well here and a good few plants 

were found, all appearing in decent condition; 10 plants 

were found with a total of 84 inflorescences.  This is an 

interesting site for study of True Fox Sedge as a mature 

oak canopy has developed over land that was a ridge and 

furrow field in the 1800s. 

 

Photographs taken at Otmoor Spinney by Keith Cohen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keith Cohen 
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Cynoglossum germanicum    Green Hound’s-tongue 

 
The site at Pyrton, near Watlington, is still producing thousands of plants which are spreading down the lane 

towards Model Farm. Goosegrass has started to appear but at present is not a problem. 

 

The situation at Stratford Bridge near Wootton, Woodstock, is different. It has been decided to abandon this 

site as Goosegrass is such a problem. In spite of the work done by myself and the Woodstock Green Gym, in 

removing large quantities of this encroaching plant, it had returned with vigour in May. In fact, the whole 

area was covered with Goosegrass and only a couple of Green Hound’s-tongue plants were visible on the 

edge of the wood. The Blenheim Estate is looking for another more suitable site where seed can be sown 

away from agricultural land 

 

Shirley Leach 

 

I achieved Natural England permission for introduction of Green Hound’s-tongue Cynoglossum germanicum 

by seed to an area of Aston Rowant known as The Triangle (a triangle of mostly Blackthorn scrub adjacent 

to the old Christmas Common Road section that goes nowhere now the M40 has chopped it off). This 

triangle area is just outside the limits of the Aston Rowant SSSI/SAC/NNR on the Chiltern hills. This was 

two years ago in 2015. The seed was donated from garden populations of C. germanicum grown by Shirley 

Leach and Rod d’Ayala. The source of these garden populations was historically the very strong Green 

Hound’s-tongue population at Pyrton in Knightsbridge lane SSSI, just south of Aston Rowant. At the 

Triangle, seed was spread in glade areas that had been created within the blackthorn scrub patch. 

     

Good germination was achieved in 2016 and 33 plants were in flower by summer 2017, producing abundant 

seed. As the plant is biennial, these 33 have all died, leaving only seed.  In autumn 2017 further seed was 

introduced from Shirley Leach’s garden population source to augment the seed already there. Germination is 

expected in spring.  The advantage of having a new population on this site is that the glades which the plant 

occupies can be managed by Aston Rowant Natural England volunteers and staff. New glades can be created 

as necessary. This is a safeguard against any future problems occurring for the Pyrton population (which is 

on private land). 

 

Judy Webb 

 

 

Filago pyramidata   Broad-leaved Cudweed 

 
The site at Buckland Warren is a cause of concern. When I visited on 3 July 2017 I found no Broadleaved 

Cudweed for the third consecutive year. Numbers have been in single figures for previous years. Although 

management is minimal, relying on rabbits and Ragwort pulling, the site still has short and sparse vegetation 

and is suitable for Filago germination. Natural England personnel have visited and plan to do so again.  

Other species which still flourish include: Anagallis arvensis Scarlet Pimpernel; Aphanes arvensis   Parsley 

Piert; Arenaria serpylifolia  Thyme-leaved Sandwort; Centaurium erythraea Common Centaury; Erodium 

cicutarium Common Stork’s-bill; Filago vulgaris, Common Cudweed; Geranium molle  Dove’s-foot 

Crane’s-bill;  Geranium pusillum Small-flowered Crane’s-bill; Kickxia spuria  Round-leaved Fluellen; 

Trifolium campestre Hop Trefoil; Trifolium dubium Lesser Trefoil; Trifolium striatum Knotted Clover. 

These indicate it is a low nutrient site, despite the large nettle patch which has emerged on the bonfire site. 

 

Susan Erskine. 

 

Five members of the Oxfordshire Flora Group visited Span Hill Quarry, with permission from the Coppid 

Farm Estate, to monitor the Broad-leaved Cudweed. This is an annual event which has taken place since 

1997. A transect line is laid out across the quarry and 21 one metre quadrats are surveyed along the transact. 

In addition, the immediate surrounds of the quadrats were surveyed as were several away from the transect. 
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121 plants were counted in the quadrats along the transect, more than 3 times as many as in 2016 (38). In the 

50 cm strips around the quadrats 394 plants were counted (111 in 2016). Last year no plants were found in 

the other 6 quadrats so this year it was decided to select extra quadrats that contained Broad-leaved 

Cudweed. 389 plants were counted in 9 extra quadrats bringing the total counted to 904, although a lot of 

plants were very small, i.e. < 5 mm high. 76% of the plants in quadrats were flowering. 75% of the plants in 

quadrats were < 2 cm high and the remainder were little higher except for 3 plants which were 20 cm, 19 cm 

and 18 cm tall. These 3 plants were quite bushy – see photo by Rod d’Ayala below. This is the first time 

plants taller than about 5 cm have been seen in the quarry since monitoring began in 1997. As noted in 

previous years, Broad-leaved Cudweed isn’t usually found where the coverage of other vegetation, like grass 

and brambles, is high. However, the 3 large plants were in amongst more vegetation than usual, as can be 

seen in the photo. In the past, it was assumed that it needed bare ground with thin soils for germination and 

growth but in the light of the large plants found this year perhaps other factors are involved.  
 

Broad-leaved Cudweed is a poor competitor but can survive in areas of low fertility. Its natural habitat is 

arable farmland, but it has adapted to other sites, where it is not subject to pesticides, fertilizers or too much 

competition. Span Hill Quarry is one of only two sites in Oxfordshire where it has been found in recent 

years although it hasn’t been found on the other site, Buckland Warren, since 2014. There were only 16 sites 

in the UK in the BSBI Atlas 2000 and some of these have since been lost. The Atlas says ‘Populations vary 

greatly in size annually’ so the large increase in numbers this year may be just natural variation. 

 

No more has been heard of the planning application, submitted in 2015 but turned down, to build a sorting 

and grading unit for aggregates in the quarry, so it is to be hoped that the rare plants it supports (Broad-

leaved Cudweed, Centaurium pulchellum, Lesser Centaury, and Iberis amara, Wild Candytuft) continue to 

be safe from that threat.  
 

 

 

 

Broad-leaved Cudweed in the Flowing Spring Quarry (Span Hill Quarry) on Friday 29 June 2017 

Photograph taken on that day by Rod d’Ayala 

 

Sally Rankin 
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Galium tricornutum   Corn Cleavers 

 
The site at Wytham was checked in 2017 but unfortunately there was no sign of any plants. 

 
Rebecca Tibbetts 

    

 

Gentianella anglica   Early Gentian 

 
I visited White Horse Hill and searched the known areas for this Gentian: the verge behind the ‘No Parking’ 

sign on the road up from Dragon Hill, Shepherd’s Steps and around the tail and back legs of the Horse. 

The weather was favourable, i.e. it was bright, though the sun was not shining continuously. 

I did not find any Gentians. It was perhaps a little late, but I would have expected to find some remains of 

flowering stems. The road verge is generally becoming overgrown but not so seriously as to inhibit all 

germination. The Shepherd Steps site is still favourable, with plenty of open ground. The area immediately 

around the Horse is kept short by mowing (?) and plants have been able to germinate in previous years.  

Next year I will try and recruit a team (the more eyes the better) and visit in the first week of June.  Anyone 

interested, please get in touch towards the end of May. 

 

Susan Erskine  

 

 

Himantoglossum hircinum   Lizard Orchid 

 

As mentioned in the 2016 Newsletter, the leaves for the Lizard Orchid's 2017 

season were first spotted on 9 October 2016. By 7 May a decent rosette had 

formed but with some damage, presumably caused by gastropods.  An unknown 

benefactor subsequently had the presence of mind to install a copper ring around 

the plant. The orchid was seen to be in bud on 3 June, and in flower on 11 June. 

 

  

The damaged rosette 

 

 

 

 

 

In full flower and, on the right, a Horned 

Treehopper Centrotus cornutus 

photographed nestling amongst the flowers 

on 12 June.  All photographs by 

Christopher Hoskin 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The flowers were beginning to go over on 2 July and were all over on 25 July.  
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To my alarm, I found that the makeshift cage the county council had constructed over the orchid had 

disappeared without trace when I visited on 17 September. My suspicion is that it may have been struck by a 

vehicle. Fortunately, I was able to locate the flattened copper ring, and found a fresh Lizard Orchid shoot 

emerging. On a subsequent visit on 8 Dec I found that a rosette had formed, with a separate growth 

emerging from underneath it. Disconcertingly, a couple of leaves had the ends cut off. The cut was straight, 

as if made with a blade. The vegetation surrounding did not obviously seem to have been cut, and I found 

the cut off sections lying in the grass. It is of course illegal to remove any part of a Schedule 8 plant, but the 

cut off segments would certainly wither and die left in the grass, so there seemed to me to be no reasonable 

objection to my removing them. 
 

I did some research in the literature to see if there was any hope of vegetatively propagating the cuttings. 

Whilst some tropical orchids can be propagated in this way, tissue culture of terrestrial orchids usually 

requires a bud or node, and formulation of the growing medium is determined by trial and error. With 

nothing to lose, I decided to try to adapt the process described. Lacking access to a school laboratory, it 

unfortunately took me a couple of weeks to source the required ingredients and equipment (including a 

1970s pressure cooker to act as an autoclave) during which time about half of the cut segments had rotted 

from the bottom. On 27 December I successfully prepared two microboxes with the remaining green leaf 

segments. Much as I expected, the leaves unfortunately continued to rot and eventually died. 

 

The Council have now replaced the cage with two sturdy pillars, which should make any future traffic 

damage impossible. It will be interesting to see how the orchid fares without the cage, which was useful as a 

means of support when the spike leant forwards, and also for keeping over-enthusiastic botanists at a safe 

distance! 

 
Christopher Hoskin 

 

Hypopitys monotropa  Yellow Bird’s-nest 

Three visits were made in 2017 to the known site where Yellow Bird’s-nest  Hypopitys monotropa has 

previously occurred at Natural England’s Aston Rowant NNR.  The online BSBI Plant Atlas (2000) refers to 

this plant as Monotropa hypopitys. 

 

On 29 May Judy Webb introduced me to the site where she has been monitoring  Hypopitys monotropa over 

the last few years.  The area where plants occur is on a chalky bank alongside an ancient trackway in deep 

shade of mature deciduous trees, mostly Beech Fagus sylvatica, with a large neighbouring colony of White 

Helleborines Cephalanthera damasonium and a number of Dog’s Mercury plants Mercurialis perennis 

nearby.   

 

On 8 June Michael Wembourn and I visited Aston Rowant and searched the area carefully but no plants 

were seen, and on 26 June I made a third visit to the site on my own, but still none were showing.  It also had 

not come up last year (2016).  Judy Webb suggests that from her experience over many years of monitoring 

this plant, that it does not tend to come up in years when there has been a dry Spring.  Over the county 

border in Berkshire they seem to have fared better. 

 

In June at least seven flowering spikes came up in Wytham Wood, recorded by Keith Cohen, who very 

kindly forwarded the photograph below. 
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Yellow Bird’s-nest under beech at Wytham.  Photograph by Keith Cohen 
 

Many thanks to Frances Watkins, Judy Webb and Michael Wembourn for their assistance in my first year of 

monitoring H. monotropa. 

 

Tanya Smith 

 

Lythrum hyssopifolia   Grass-poly 

 
The site was visited but no sign of Grass-poly was found due to the vigorous growth of the surrounding 

vegetation. Flooding, which usually restricts this growth, had not occurred this year. 

 

Shirley Leach 

 

 

Microthlaspi perfoliatum   Cotswold Penny-cress 

 
Bill Clarke and I visited Palmer’s Bank on 4 April 2017. We did a rough count which came out at over 200 

plants. They were on the shallow bank under the lone hawthorn tree. 

 

Bill, Brian Laney and Tim Rich had dug the site over during the winter and had pulled out the coarse 

grasses. Wherever there was a patch of earth there was a crowd of Penny-cress plants. They were fairly 

small but they had flowers. We looked along the bank under the hawthorn bushes, but there were no other 

signs of Cotswold Penny-cress. 

 

Margaret Cochrane (Taken from Margaret’s email message to Brenda Betteridge) 

 

 

Oenanthe silaifolia    Narrow-leaved Water-dropwort 

 
There is no report this year 
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Ophrys insectifera Fly Orchid 

 
Two visits were made to BBOWT’s Warburg reserve to search for the Fly Orchids, during the usual flowering 

period through May and June.  Altogether, nine plants were seen in different locations.  The habitats were 

very variable in terms of shade and companion plants, but all calcareous.   

 

On 26 May the warden, Giles Alder, kindly provided lots of useful background information on Ophrys 

insectifera at this site and showed me a group of plants growing above the visitor centre.  I spent a couple of 

hours in the morning searching the scrub area south of the ‘Rifle Range’and David Morris joined me in the 

afternoon to search the ‘Great Hill Plantation’.  When plants were found, a note was taken of their grid 

reference, condition, companion plants and general habitat.  They occurred apparently equally happily in open 

chalk grassland and scrub mosaic, through to the  deep shade of beech woods.  Individuals varied from 20cm 

to 38cm tall, with varying numbers of flowers and buds from 2 to 8.  A few plants had nibbled leaves but 

remained intact.   

 

Companion plants that were found within 30cm radius of the O. Insectifera included; Mercurialis perennis, 

Fagus sylvatica, Brachypodium sylvaticum, Clematis vitalba, Rubus caesius, Urtica dioica, Corylus 

avellana, Viola sp., Galium album, Cornus sanguinea, Origanum vulgare, Potentilla reptans, and Carex 

flacca.  This included trees and scrub with canopies overhanging. 
 

 
 

O. insectifera in shade of Hazel (left) and open chalk grassland (middle).  Thanks to David Morris for 

the first two photographs 
 

When Rob Burton and I re-visited on 13 June, the plants above the visitor centre were all withering.  Despite 

spending four hours searching remaining areas we were unable to find any more.  Grasses and other 

vegetation had grown thickly to knee length or above, which may have concealed the orchids.  Although the 

BSBI Plant Atlas (2000) states that this species grows to 60cm, apparently many individuals only grow to 

30cm at Warburg.  Therefore, as the season progresses, they are probably less likely to be found as 

surrounding vegetation grows up.  Next year the plan is to make both visits in May. 

 

As well as our nine, several other individuals have been recorded on site this year by Giles. 2017 appeared 

to be a healthy year. Fly Orchid is an ephemeral species but has a long history of being relatively abundant 

at Warburg. 

 

Many thanks to Giles Alder for sharing his detailed knowledge of the Fly Orchid at Warburg, also thanks to 

David Morris and Robert Burton for spending hours searching the site with me 

 
Tanya Smith  
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Pulsatilla vulgaris   Pasqueflower 

 

At Juniper Valley, attempts to map the extent of the natural Pasqueflower population outside the original 

exclosure achieved limited success, with plants again found on both north and south sides.  It is hoped to be 

able to undertake a fuller survey in 2018.    Within the exclosure the small remnant of the natural 

Pasqueflower population persists, along with approximately half of the transplants introduced in 1999 

(grown from Juniper Valley seed) – some forty plants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The annual ‘audit’ of the transplants in the original 

exclosure 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Position of one of the naturally occurring 

Pasqueflowers outside the old exclosure 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Pasqueflower in the original exclosure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the south end of the valley in the ‘new’ 2015 exclosure, the transplants, again raised from seed collected 

from the Juniper Valley population, fared less well than the previous year with survival dropping to 64% (34 

plants) by April 2017 compared to 90% in 2016, from a planting in October 2015.   As anticipated in last 

year’s report, this decrease in survival is not unexpected as the 2012 seedlot from which the plants were 
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raised, and the young plants themselves, showed signs of reduced vigour compared to previous seedlots.  

This may have been a consequence of the very cold and wet summer that year affecting resourcing and 

maturation of the seed and suggests the desirability of not relying on seed production from a single year.  

Flowering of the plants in the second exclosure was relatively low at 38% of surviving plants.  No studies of 

the pollinators on site have yet been carried out though the distance between the two exclosures was planned 

with the known foraging distance of one of the species’ main bee pollinators in mind, in an attempt to not 

preclude genetic exchange between the two sub-populations. 
 

 
 

The ‘new’ exclosure, set up in 2015 

 

An unexpected bonus in 2017 was the discovery, en route between the two Pasqueflower exclosures, of two 

Burnt Orchids.  The location was unexpected in that in more recent times (since 1992) the orchid has tended 

to have been found on the western, juniper-clad, slope (in the years when it has been recorded at all), though 

it was formerly apparently much more extensive within the valley. 
 

 
 

Burnt orchid on the eastern slope of Juniper Valley, May 2017 

 

Pasqueflower work in Juniper Valley in 2018 is planned to focus on in situ seeding experiments. 

 

Kathy Warden 
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Salvia pratensis    Meadow Clary 

Following Brian Laney's sterling efforts clearing the site in December 

2016, I visited the Ardley layby on 9 April 2017 when strong growth of 

the Meadow Clary plants was evident, particularly in the closed-off 

section of verge where the patch of propagated plants is located. (See 

photograph, right. All photographs by Christine Marsh.) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

There is still one original plant on the verge so close to the kerb it is amazing it survives the onslaught of 

traffic and salt spray. (see photographs below of the general verge) 

 

                                                        
 

 

I was a bit late catching the Meadow Clary in full flower. The photograph, below right, shows how much 

vegetation growth has been gained in just 2 months. The photograph on the left shows flowers gone to seed. 

 

 

  
 

These last two photographs were taken when I visited on 25 June, whilst the previous year I had managed to 

catch them at their peak (that was on 19 June).  I will catch them earlier in 2018.  

 

Thanks again to Brian, who cleared the area this January, 2018. 

Christine Marsh 
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Sium latifolium   Greater Water-parsnip 

 

 
 

Sium latifolium flowers are always popular with nectar seeking insects, Wytham, Hagley pool ditch,  

Photograph by Judy Webb 

 

This plant is historically present or introduced at Wytham, Marston Meadows, Milham Ford Nature Park, 

Marston and Pinkhill Ponds, Farmoor. 

 

The populations on Hagley Pool ditch at Wytham flushes and ditches SSSI have shown a reduction with the 

loss of two smaller populations on the north side of the ditch which was not grazed in 2017. Dense tall reed 

Phragmites australis and Reed Canary-grass Phalaris arundinacea are thought to have presented too much 

competition. On the south side, where grazing was happening this year, the two remaining populations had 

nearly all the flowers grazed off by cows, as electric fencing was not in place from May as had been 

planned.  Oxford Botanic Garden (OBG) staff planted out 20 well grown young plants of Sium latifolium 

during August in cut-back areas adjacent to the two surviving populations on the south side of the ditch. 

These were to be protected by electric fencing. Grazing management is to be reviewed and some cutting and 

raking of ditch vegetation is to be initiated to reduce the tall growth on the north bank.  Further introduction 

of young plants grown by the Botanic Garden is planned for next year. 

 

In Marston Meadows, Burnt Mill Meadow LWS, the very small Sium population along a ditch again had a 

very poor year. After the flowering-sized plants were eaten to the ground by deer last year (no seed 

production) the same thing happened this year.  Tall pond-sedges had been cut back with shears so that 

seedling Sium could be identified (33 plants in total found). These young exposed plants had a dead stick 

barricade constructed over them to dissuade deer (muntjac seen) but this was ineffective. Deer got in and 

grazed quite a few.  Further cutting back of sedge and nearby willow scrub was also carried out to reduce the 

hiding places nearby favoured by muntjac, but much more of this kind of work is needed to help this 

population. They are on the margin of a ditch which is silted up and shaded by tall Crack Willows. There is 

also a problem of increasing amounts of Orange Balsam Impatiens capensis, which all had to be pulled out 

to enable detection of Sium latifolium seedlings.  Desilting, re-pollarding willows and scything back sedge 

early in the year would gain the population a better hydrological regime, more light and reduced deer 

grazing. The centre of Burnt Mill meadow currently has a hay cut with aftermath sheep grazing, but stock 

are kept away from this ditch by an electric fence. Cows would be a better stock choice and would be 

helpful in reducing the tall vegetation along the ditch They would, however, have to be kept away from the 

Sium population during growing and flowering in summer, as this plant is a favoured food. 
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At Milham Ford Nature park LWS ponds, two mature Sium plants flowered, but no seed was set. The area of 

pond margin where there are young vegetative plants was sheared to reduce competing vegetation.  Sealing 

of the previous pond leak is now ensuring that water levels remain higher during the summer, which will 

benefit the growth of the young plants, helping them get to flowering size next year. 

 

Pinkhill ponds, near Farmoor Reservoir, were created by the Freshwater Habitats Trust (FHT) with partners 

Thames Water and the Environment Agency 26 years ago and have naturally colonised with wetland 

vegetation. In looking for new sites for Sium latifolium, discussions with the FHT resulted in the decision 

that some of the ponds had suitable hydrology and the vegetation management could be tailored to the needs 

of the plant.  20 well grown young Sium plants propagated by OBG were planted out by FHT and the 

Pinkhill site warden under my supervision in August. From the experience of deer damage to the Marston 

Meadows population, I advised the installation of wire netting cages to protect the very vulnerable young 

stage of the plants. Cow grazing is being introduced to the surrounding meadows and I also advised that this 

should happen only outside the sensitive period of May-September, thus allowing for growth, flowering and 

seeding of Sium. I hope that this will be a successful introduction and look forward to adding Pinkhill to the 

list of sites monitored next summer. 

 

I continue to investigate future sites that might be suitable for introduction of Sium latifolium propagated by 

OBG. Possible sites include one of the Cutteslowe ponds in North Oxford, Otmoor ditches and the River of 

Life area near Little Wittenham in the Thames floodplain. 

 
.Judy Webb 

 

 

Viola persicifolia    Fen Violet 
 

There were a number of different investigations concerning Fen Violet this year.  

A visit to the main area during an evening in May revealed a pattern of ridge and furrow which had not been 

noticed before. This suggests historic  

ploughing, but the straightness and the 

distance between ridges being only 2.5 m, 

indicate a post-medieval date. 

 

 

 

 

Otmoor rifle range field showing unexpected 

ridge and furrow.  

 

Photograph by Camilla Lambrick, May 2017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The regular monitoring of the strip of land where a hedge was pulled out in 2009 showed fewer plants, down 

from an estimated 5000 to about 2000 plants.  This was expected, as it follows a pattern seen following 

clearance and appearances after peat digging in the East Anglian fens.  
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In the 3x3 m quadrat which has been monitored now for 10 years by Phil, the number of shoots appears to 

vary between high, about 40, and low, 10-20, perhaps reflecting weather or a natural cycle of the plant – 

more environmental recording will be necessary to show the pattern. As shown in the figure, the shoots 

appear to be distinctly clustered suggesting an extensive underground system from which they arise. 

 

 
Distribution of stems of Fen Violet in the 3x3m quadrat at Otmoor 2007-2017 

 

 

Phil also recorded the production of seed pods during the summer and found that the pattern differed from 

that in 2016, which had a peak in early August, with a continuous rise in the number suggesting a peak even 

later. Phil is also recording humidity and temperature by the plants as this will be needed later to show any 

correlation with weather. 

 

Of the 33 plants introduced into RSPB Otmoor only four remain, but two of these have seedlings around 

them, one has 16 seedlings and the other two. Phil confirmed, by digging one up, that these small plants are 

seedlings and not connected by roots to the original transplants. Three of the seedlings were themselves 

flowering and fruiting this year. 

 

Phil also began work to record potential pollinators using a trail camera focused on a plant in his garden. 

However, only one flower opened rather briefly and was visited by a small, thin beetle, a hoverfly likely to 

be Melanostroma mellinum and a House Sparrow. This having been generally a bad year for Fen Violet 

flowering, we are hoping that better weather and flowering will provide more results next year. 

 

Two student projects were carried out during the year, looking at the patterns of chasmogamous (open) and 

cleistogamous flowers (ones which never open and are self-pollinated). In East Anglia, plants of Wicken 

Fen origin were planted out nearby at Kingfishers Bridge – a wetland reserve established on ex-arable land 

using an artesian water supply.  However, no plants were seen at either Wicken or Woodwalton Fens. 

 

Camilla Lambrick 

Phil Cutt 

 

Veronica praecox   Breckland Speedwell 
 

No report this year 

Frances Watkins 
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Wytham Triangle habitat 

 
Two visits were made during the year: a survey on 18 June and a late summer survey on 6 September.  The 

weather was dry on both these occasions.  The area had been sown with thatching wheat with a view to 

giving Corn Cleavers Galium tricornutum extra support.  The early visit in June gave a count of 83 species 

with much of the area again covered with rank grass. Wild Parsnip was dominant.  The survey in August 

revealed a further 21 species giving a total of 104 species recorded for the year.  This was down from the 

previous year despite four species being recorded for the first time.  These were Green Field Speedwell 

Veronica agrestris, Slender Soft-brome Bromus lepidus, Purple Toadflax Linaria purpurea and Dwarf 

Thistle Cirsium acaule. This raises the question of whether these were introduced with the thatching wheat.  

It was good to find Slender Tare and Dwarf Spurge spread over a wide area.  Corn Cleavers  Galium 

tricornutum was not found.  It was good to see however that Blue Pimpernel Anagallis foemina was evident 

this year. 
 

Rob Burton  
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OTHER EVENTS IN 2017 

Educational Surveys at Hill End Field Centre  
 

There was no opportunity to carry out a survey in 2017 

 

Frances Watkins 

 

Spring Talks 

 
Andrew Ingram: Flowers on a Chiltern Farm 

Andrew Ingram farms near the top of the Chilterns. Over 10 years ago, when it was suggested that farmers 

should diversify, Andrew did so: into Christmas trees.  What to do with the grassland? He turned much of it 

into wild flower meadows. This was a long job, the most difficult part turning fertile land into a relatively 

infertile environment. He showed us the results, with some stunning pictures of the variety of wild flowers 

and also the insects which have prospered as pollinators. His meadows and deciduous woodland also sustain 

orchids (seven species and counting). One problem, an invasion of Himalayan Balsam, he is solving in a 

novel way by allowing pigs to graze the affected area. 

 

Michael Keith-Lucas: Climate change and the effect on garden plants. 

Michael gave a very concise and clear picture of the evidence for climate change, enough to convince even 

the few sceptics in the audience. He was also able to be very positive about how our garden plants would be 

affected and what we could do to minimise the problem. Wild plants are a different problem, those with 

wind-born seeds much better able to ‘move’, the evidence being that already four species of Serapias have 

become established in the SW. The majority of plants are much more static, depending on seeds at best 

being eaten by animals or birds. Maybe future generations will delight in a more Mediterranean flora. 

 

Julie Kerans: her work at TVERC, and especially how it interacts with the OFG 

Julie is the officer in charge of co-ordinating work in old and new Local Wildlife Sites. She gave an 

extremely interesting and clear account of how Wildlife Sites are chosen and how they remain on the list, 

even when a change of ownership occurs. We were reminded that Julie’s work covers all aspects of Natural 

History and very often these Local Wildlife sites form vital links for insects and mammals as well as 

flowers. Many of our members are voluntary helpers with the monitoring of these sites and more are 

encouraged to do so. 

 

John Killick: The progress of the Rare Plants Register. 

The Botanical Society of the British Isles is encouraging every county to produce a Rare Plants Register and 

in 2008 John Killick (then Vice County Recorder) and Camilla Lambrick (then Chairman of the Rare Plants 

Group) organised a meeting to start the process of producing a Register.) Many local botanists have  helped 

in searching old records and sites, so that by 2012 the authors decided to draw a line under a date and to start 

writing in earnest. John, Camilla and Susan Erskine had invaluable help from Ellen Lee of TVERC with the 

computer aspects: sorting data and drawing maps. John gave a clear picture of how all this information was 

analysed and the form in which it would appear in the Register. 

 

Susan Erskine 
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Oxfordshire Flora Group audited accounts: Summary 

Jan to Dec 2017 

   

Balance Sheet £ £ 

Bank Balance at 1 January 2017 12,908.64   

Income from Natural England 3,640.00   

Donations at lectures 196.90   

Donations for RPR 1,000.00   

Frilford Heath Golf Club 0.00   

Total Income for 2016 4,836.90   

Total Balance 17,745.54   

      

Less Expenditure   1,755.15 

Less cheque no. 454   100.00 

Less cheque no. 455   48.00 

Less cheque no. 456   745.36 

Less cheque no. 457   61.35 

Bank Balance at 31 December 2017 15,035.68   

Balance of expenditure over income  3,081.75   

 

The balance in the OFG account as at 1 January 2017 was £12,908.64, income for 2017 

was £4,836.90 and expenditure was £1,755.15. The unpresented cheques as at 1 January 

2017 to the value of £954.71 were cashed early in 2017. The balance at 31 December 

2017 was £15,035.68. We have been fortunate to receive a number of very generous 

donations towards the printing of the Rare Plants Register so £7,800 of the money in our 

account at the end of 2017 is earmarked for that. 

 

Expenses of a further £2,755.12 for 2017 were paid in February 2018, including £1,404 

paid to TVERC. The sum paid to TVERC is for their work on the Rare Plants Register 

in 2017. They have only charged us for half the work done, the remainder being a 

generous donation in kind. An invoice for approximately £3,000 will be raised for the 

work done in 2017/18 on the five species that Natural England fund: Apium repens, 

Viola persicifolia, Carex vulpina, Galium tricornutum and Sium latifolium.   

    
 
 

Sally Rankin 
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Committee 
 

The committee is made up of volunteers. The committee for 2017 and the roles they undertook are listed 

below.  Any member of the ANHSO who feels they can make a significant contribution to the running of the 

OFG and would like to join the committee should get in touch with a member of the committee to find out 

more. There are also opportunities to become Flora Guardians. It is not necessary to be on the committee to 

do this. There are some species and sites on our original list which still need more help.  Again, get in touch 

with any committee member for more information. 

 

Chair                                                 Sue Helm 

Vice Chair                                            Frances Watkins 

Treasurer                      Sally Rankin 

Secretary                                 Sally Abbey 

Flora Guardian Co-ordinator         Rob Burton 

BSBI/Vice-County 23 Recorder                David Morris 

Records Officer                     Kathy Warden 

Webmaster                                            Frances Watkins 

Newsletter Editor                                       Sally Abbey 

Talks Organiser                                Susan Erskine 

Librarian                      Camilla Lambrick      

            Judy Webb 

Hon. Auditor           Andrew Churchill Stone 

 
 

 

 

 

PLANS FOR 2018 
 

Numerous field events take place which involve plant monitoring and practical conservation work, not all 

strenuous, such as scrub clearance and scarifying.  They are too numerous to list in this newsletter.  Please 

check on the Oxfordshire Flora Group website which is regularly updated by Frances Watkins and can be 

found at www.anhso-ofg.org.uk. Alternatively, you can email the chairman at chairman@anhso-ofg.org.uk  

 

 

Wychwood Flora Group (Formerly Cotswold Rare Plants Group) 

 

Brenda Betteridge is the contact for the summer programme of monitoring various plants in West 

Oxfordshire, especially Meadow Clary.  Do get in touch with her if you can help. Email 

bbetteridge@phonecoop.coop 

 

 

 

 

Botanical Society of Britain and Ireland (BSBI) Update on BSBI Atlas 2020 
 

Botanical recording for the Botanical Society of Britain and Ireland’s (BSBI) next Atlas continues this year 

in Oxfordshire. Meetings contributing toward this project are being organised through the  

OFG, with separate events across the county organised by Sally Abbey (sallyabbey@btinternet.com),  

David Morris (david.m.morris1989@gmail.com) and Sally Rankin (s.rankin@btinternet.com). Dates are 

available on the OFG website and David’s blog (oxbot.blogspot.co.uk/p/botanical-events.html). Please get in 

touch with an organiser if you are interested.  

http://www.anhso-ofg.org.uk/
mailto:chairman@anhso-ofg.org.uk
mailto:bbetteridge@phonecoop.coop
mailto:sallyabbey@btinternet.com
mailto:david.m.morris1989@gmail.com
mailto:s.rankin@btinternet.com
http://oxbot.blogspot.co.uk/p/botanical-events.html
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Cowslips at The Earth Trust Centre 

Little Wittenham on 9 April 2017 

 

Photograph by Sally Abbey 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This newsletter is intended to inform you of the work of the Oxfordshire Flora Group and is circulated to 

members of the Ashmolean Natural History Society of Oxfordshire who have expressed an interest in 

receiving it, our partners, landowners we work with and other interested parties. If you don’t think you are 

on our mailing list and would like to be, please email newsletter@anhso-ofg.org.uk 

Similarly, if you no longer want to receive it, please contact the same email address. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:newsletter@anhso-ofg.org.uk
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ABOUT THE OXFORDSHIRE FLORA GROUP 

 

The Group (formally the Rare Plants Group) is part of the Ashmolean Natural History Society of Oxfordshire and 

works in partnership with many other organisations to conserve rare wild plants in Oxfordshire: 

 

 

     
                                             

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
  

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


